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Today in luxury:

With the luxury landscape changing, Emaar makes bold bet on Dubai Mall expansion

In Dubai, a city synonymous with luxury and flashy displays of wealth, standing out at the very top of the market is no
easy task, says Gulf News.

Click here to read the entire article on Gulf News

Is this the start of better airport shopping in the US?

Here's a little secret about airport shopping: You don't have to hold an international ticket anymore to buy at many
duty-free shops. And another: It actually can be a pretty good deal, according to the Wall Street Journal.

Click here to read the entire article on the Wall Street Journal

Singapore investigating firms accused of selling luxury goods to North Korea

Singapore said on Wednesday it was investigating two local companies accused of supplying luxury goods to North
Korea in violation of U.N. sanctions, reports Reuters.

Click here to read the entire article on Reuters

Tesla's executive churn toughens test of Musk's management chops

Tesla Inc. has always been an intoxicating place to work: an adrenaline-fueled, mission-driven boot camp. Some
top executives have departed only to return to the unique drama that is working for Elon Musk, per Bloomberg.

Click here to read the entire article on Bloomberg
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